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Observers

We are astronomers all,

Who observe Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall 

Yet of all the fine sights,

Our greatest delight,

Is the splendour of the celestial thrall.

— Brian McCullough

Notices
The RASC Ottawa Centre is pleased to announce the First Light of the following 

young stars:

Julia Sehgal, bom Jan 5, 1995 to Ajai and Jackie Sehgal.

Rachel M arie McCallum, born Dec. 9 ,  1994 to Rob and Mary McCallum.

Pietro Piscina, bom Oct. 13 , 1994 to Roberto and Donna Piscina.

Event Horizons

Feb. 13

Feb. 24/25

Feb. 27

Mar. 3

Physics OCIP Seminar: Francis Halzen (Univ. Wisconsin) — 
High Energy Neutrino Astronomy; Carleton Univ., Herzberg 
Physics Building, Rm. 4351, 3:30 p.m.

Members S tar Night — Indian River Observatory (see map in this 
issue). First clear night of the weekend. Call Glenn LeDrew for more 
info at 445-4167.

Physics Seminar: Jian-lin Mu (NRC-HIA) — Results from the 
Ulysses flyby of Jupiter; Carleton Univ., Herzberg Physics 
Building, Rm. 4351, 3:30 p.m.

Observers Group Meeting — Carleton University, Steacie 
Building, room 103 at 8:00 p.m. Everyone welcome.

Our Cover: Ottawa Centre member Paul Boltwood combined 137 CCD images to 
create this stunning, 4½-hour composite of the nebula vdb 142.___________________
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Rocket Science Donald Fougere

Have you ever seen the expression of awe and wonder on a child’s face when they 
see a rocket launch for their very first time? I have, hundreds of times over. Like some 
of you, I volunteer some of my time to various levels of Scouting, school and other 
youth service organizations to present young minds with one of my favourite hobbies 
— in this case, model rocketry. (Mind you, I do advertise that the RASC has members 
willing to give astronomy presentations.) There is even a good chance that as a child 
or teen you dabbled in this hobby yourself or had a friend who did. Because a few 
RASC members have expressed an interest in a small program for themselves and 
possibly others, I am willing to acquaint or reacquaint RASC members with the basics 
of model rocketry.

I don’t do this for money, and I don’t do it for glory. I do it for the kids and 
because it is just plain FUN. The beauty of all this is that the kids don’t necessarily 
realize they are learning science. They don’t really think about it; they just do it. They 
think they are making things go like stink and crash or blow up, but they are also 
learning about safety and responsibility for themselves, others and public/private 
property. They use their hands to create and their minds to imagine the destinations 
that their creation will lead them to. Little do they know that one or two of them and 
possibly more will someday (this is my hope) become astronauts, pilots, scientists, 
engineers or influential persons in industry, R&D, politics, or maybe just parents 
passing on a hobby to their children. (Several of you have already done this with 
astronomy, or have been influenced by a parent, relative or friend yourselves.)

Toward this end, I am quite willing to give a demonstration or seminar(s) on all 
aspects of model rocketry to members of the RASC so that they will have the basic 
skills to build and launch their own rockets (from scratch if necessary) and to instruct 
others with a particularly strong emphasis on safety. Now, I know you may be saying, 
“What is this? This is an astronomical society, not a rocketry club.” Wrong! We are a 
social gathering with a common interest in space sciences and in all probability in 
several areas of interest encompassing other sciences, mathematics and technology. I 
have no intention of starting a club within or outside the RASC. Nor do I plan on 
using Observers Group meetings to instruct this seminar. If enough people show an 
interest, a time and location for a course can be arranged.

If you want to expand your horizons, pick up a new hobby, renew an old one or 
share one with your son or daughter, don’t hesitate to contact either Brian 
McCullough or me, Don Fougere, at the meetings or at home. My phone number is 
737-6813. Brian’s number is at the front of AstroNotes. We will try to arrange for a 
seminar in the spring and shoot (pun intended) for a late spring or summer launch.
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Blackened Tube Telescope Bill Tekatch
From the Hamilton Amateur Astronomers Event Horizon March 1994,  as reprinted in Kitchener-Waterloo 
Centre’s Pulsar Spring 1994.

Did you know that a simple tube with the inside surface blackened will boost your 
vision to almost the same as 50mm binoculars? Of course there is no magnification, 
but it is low-cost, lightweight, easy to use, and does not require focusing. Also, the 
apochromatic, distortion-free, diffraction-limited optics are the best on Earth.

It works because the tube blocks the light from the other things you are not 
looking at. The light from all the other things is often called stray light. If this stray 
light enters your eye, it makes it harder to make out dim objects. This happens because 
the stray light makes the area around the object brighter. We use this difference in 
brightness between the object and the area around it to see that something is there. So, 
the greater the difference in brightness, called contrast, the easier it is to see a dim 
object or star. For you technical folk, the blackened tube telescope will increase your 
naked-eye limit by about two magnitudes.

So what are you waiting for? Make one now! Hurry!
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National Council Meeting Rick Wagner
I had the pleasure of attending the Oct. 29, 1994 meeting of the RASC National 

Council. I was quite surprised at the low level of controversy and argument. I was told 
later that it was probably the calmest meeting in a decade.

On an astronomical note (odd thing at a Council meeting) it was reported that the 
IAU had decided on a unification of the two methods of designating comets (Roman 
numerals and letters) but that there will be no change in the naming convention. I 
hope we can get more detail about this in the near future.

There is still some concern about the extent to which Centres are covered by the 
liability insurance purchased by National Office. We are covered for individual events 
sanctioned by the Centre, but not for day-to-day (night-to-night?) operations at the 
observatory for instance. There may be some affect on coverage if events are held on 
private property. Legal minds are looking into it.

Two Messier certificates were awarded, including one to Howard Simkover of the 
Ottawa Centre. These are awarded to any member who gives appropriate evidence of 
having found and viewed all 110 objects in the Messier catalogue. The rules for 
qualification for this certificate and also for the Best NGC certificate were changed at 
the meeting to allow members to submit copies of their observing logs rather than 
requiring two witnesses (difficult for isolated or unattached members).

The Society would appear to be in good financial shape, currently having the 
highest net worth of the past decade at least.

The Long-Range Planning Committee is planning to begin an in-depth look at the 
Society as a whole — its present state and its future. The intent is to prepare a report 
for National Council and for the general membership by the end of 1995. This was last 
done by Dr John Percy in 1977. Peter Ceravolo of the Ottawa Centre is the Chair of 
the Committee, so if you have thoughts on the Society be sure to bend his ear.

Doug George also wants to have his ear bent. He is on the Publication 
Revitalization Committee, preparing the possible replacement for the RASC Journal 
and the Bulletin. They issued a discussion paper for comment at the 94 GA and in the 
August Bulletin for those who have received theirs. Unfortunately, they have received 
very few comments. They are currently looking at combining the functions of the 
Journal and the Bulletin, cutting back from six to four issues annually and moving 
much of the Annual Report into the RASC Manual held at each Centre.

The Simon Newcombe Award had its rules slightly modified and, more 
importantly, an anonymous donor has contributed funds for a cash prize of $250 for 
each of the next five years in addition to the two books currently awarded.

The last item of general interest concerns Society membership terms. The 
Montreal Centre noted that many of the non-members who arrived at meetings 
through the year were put off when they were told to shelve their desire to join the
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Society until the membership year begins in late fall. The Centre therefore 
implemented an interim membership for first-time members who wished to join 
outside the normal membership drive. This membership was one-time only and ended 
the next fa ll. It entitled the new member to all Centre privileges but no National 
publications. They found that far more of these people stayed on rather than 
disappeared back into the woodwork. The problem is that National by-laws don't 
permit such a membership category. The Constitution Committee has been tasked with 
examining the possibility of adding such an interim membership.

Of course, much more was discussed at the meeting — some of which should be 
of interest to members who want to keep an eye on the progress of the Society in these 
volatile times. Once they are issued, the full minutes of the meeting and reports of the 
various committees will be available in the Centre library. I encourage you to look 
them up.

AstroAds
FOR SALE. Meade 2045D four-inch Schm idt-Cassegrain telescope, with 
tabletop equatorial mount, 6x30 finderscope, piggyback camera bracket and 
carrying case. Includes 12v DC drive with battery pack and adapter cord for car 
cigarette lighter plug-in. Comes with 10mm Plössl and 25mm eyepiece. Asking 
$800 negotiable. Call David James at 728-2187.

FOR SALE. Parks Optical Astrolight six-inch, f/6 Newtonian telescope with 
SuperPolaris equatorial mount and polar alignment scope. Comes with 25mm 
Kellner eyepiece, 8x50 finderscope and carrying case. Excellent condition; 
wonderful optics have to be seen to be believed. Asking $1,100. Also selling, 
Televue 9mm Nagler (1¼ " -2") eyepiece. Asking $225. Call Philippe at (819) 
648-5641.

FOR SALE. Observatory dome, five-foot diameter, reinforced blue-fibreglass 
construction with fully adjustable 12-inch slit. Good condition. $250 negotiable. 
Call Philip, evenings, (613) 264-1021 (Perth).

FOR SALE (by RASC Ottawa Centre). Bausch & Lomb eight-inch Schm idt- 
Cassegrain telescope. Loaded with extras, including 8x50 finderscope, two 
eyepieces, T-ring camera adapter, 0.5x focal reducer and more. Comes with a 
rock-steady field tripod and wedge. Carrying case included. Asking $750, 
negotiable. Call Glenn LeDrew at 445-4167.

Reader exchange AstroAds are free! 

Call now for our commercial advertising rates.
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Hilderic BrowneJan. Observers Group Meeting
Chairman Glenn LeDrew opened the first RASC Ottawa Observers Group 

meeting of 1995 by announcing a New Year’s resolution to get started on time—which 
for this January proved to be 8:12 p.m. But stayed tuned to see if it creeps earlier as the 
year progresses!

Paul Comision prefaced his “Cutting Edge of Astronomy” synopsis with bad news 
about our own Indian River Observatory: five hundred new homes are to be built in 
Carleton Place, with a 50-percent growth in population expected over the next five to 
six years. The increased light pollution will certainly affect observing at IRO.

Paul’s selected article this month was Downsizing Supermassive Stars in the 
January 1995 Sky & Telescope. Sanduleak -66°41 in the Large Magellanic Cloud had 
originally be thought to be a monster of 120 solar masses, but over the past few years 
has been successively resolved into more and more components of more normal size. 
The latest discovery at the European Southern Observatory is that it is a “mini-cluster” 
of at least 12 stars, the largest of which does not exceed 35 suns. Paul’s bon mot for 
the month: "the more we see, the less we know.”

You will recall that at the last meeting Gary Boyle advised astronomical novices 
that they should consider a home-built six-inch f/8 Newtonian as a good first 
telescope. These are quick to set up and need no ladder to use. This month, for those 
beginners who learn really fast, Gary discussed the next step up, light buckets of 12" 
and up. These are usually of fairly short focal length, if for no other reason than to 
make them fit in the car! This makes them ideal for deep-sky objects: large hunks of 
glass reveal spiral arms and other memorable details. To keep the cost down, make as 
much of it yourself as possible. This need not include the actual optics; Gary’s 12½" 
f/4 mirror cost him $200 (but don’t expect to find bargains like that every day). His 
60-lb tube assembly is plywood and a truss of one-inch dowels which takes about two 
minutes to set up—after some practice and several design iterations*! The down side is 
that it requires collimation every time. The Dobsonian-type mount uses a seat bearing 
for the azimuth axis, which is, if anything, somewhat too smooth. The elevation 
bearing consists of nylon on Teflon. Gary’s total cost (excluding primary) was around 
$100. He notes that this compares favourably with JMI’s NGT-40, now available at a 
mere $140,000!

Brian Burke, the Centre’s Occultation Co-ordinator, was last heard of back in 
October organizing a couple of graze expeditions. Tonight he reported the success of 
the first of these, on Oct. 12 from a site on Upper Dwyer Hill Road. A magnitude 3.2

* Wood comes highly recommended: it’s a very forgiving material that you can always 
rework one more time. In addition, vibration damps out much more quickly than in 
metallic structures.
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star, SAO 163481†, was grazed by the bright limb of a somewhat-more-than-First- 
Quarter Moon under clear skies. Five stations were set up, of which three got good 
results; one had an equipment malfunction, and the other observed spurious events, 
probably because the working magnification was too low. Brian felt that the graph of 
the observations against the predicted profile suggested a northward shift of 0.2", 
corresponding to about 800m on the ground. However, other interpretations were 
possible and some debate ensued about the actual direction of shift. One member of the 
audience summed up the difficulties and purpose of graze observing: “If it fit the 
profile perfectly, we wouldn’t have to do it!”

Brian also advised us of a graze of the lst-magnitude star Spica (a  Vir) one hour 
before sunrise on Jan. 23. The graze line runs NW-SE through the centre of Ottawa! 
The last graze Centre members observed that involved such a bright star was back in 
1971, and it required driving to Algonquin Park. Weather permitting, this one will be 
worth getting up an hour or two early for. [Editor’s Note: Unfortunately, the weather 
let us down on this one.]

Courtesy Stardust, Edmonton Centre

Paul Boltwood and Doug George collaborated on a project in astrometry and (less 
successfully) photometry using Paul’s seven-inch refractor and CCD camera. They 
successfully measured the position of asteroid 5661, recently named in honour of Alan 
Hildebrand of our Centre. Their attempts to get a light curve were unsuccessful owing 
to the faintness of the target object—17th magnitude. A composite image of about 200 
two-minute images taken during the night of December 25-26 shows a faint line 
indicating Hildebrand’s motion. However, the asteroid tracked close to several 
anonymous faint stars, which contaminated the measurements. In addition, one of the 
reference stars turned out to be itself variable! There is definitely some intrinsic

† Better known as β Cap. Perhaps Bayer letters aren’t esoteric enough for occultation 
gurus. ZC, anyone?
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variation in the asteroid’s light curve, and Paul thinks there might be evidence for very 
slow rotation but he was unable to confirm this using another night’s data.

Doug explained how the reduction of the position measurements is done. After 
correlating some nearby 13th-14th magnitude “bright stars” to the Guide Star Catalog 
(prepared for aiming the Hubble Space Telescope), measuring the pixel co-ordinates of 
the asteroid and each star, and finding the exact focal length of Paul’s telescope—in 
pixels!— one can derive “standard co-ordinates” with respect to the centre of the 
frame, and from there the six “plate constants” which describe the orientation of the 
CCD with respect to the sky. Crunching the numbers gave a position of:

RA4h 11m 39.19s +36° 38' 18.91" (J2000.0) on 1994 Dec 26.200121528 UT

which results have been forwarded to Brian Marsden for publication in the IAU 
Circulars.

Paul also presented approximately 30 images he has taken over the last year or so 
with his CCD. These ranged from some faint globular clusters (Pal 1, 6, 8 , 15) through 
some brighter NGC galaxies (the barred spiral 7479, edge-on 1055, and the tightly 
wound 7217) with some more well-known nebulae in between: the “Blue Snowball” 
planetary 7662, the Ring M57, a small fraction of the Veil, and the Horsehead. Paul 
generally takes multiple frames and composites them; the longest exposures were 
16,000 seconds (effective) for the supernova remnant Cas A, and 33,000 seconds for 
vdB 142. That’s over nine hours, folks!

Astrophotography Co-ordinator Don Fougere gave a tutorial for those whose 
knowledge of photography stops where the DX coding on the film canister begins. In a 
nutshell, the object is to get the right amount of light to the film; for a particular light 
level. This can be accomplished over a long time using a lens aperture that passes only 
a little light (a high f  number), or over a short time with a lens that passes 
correspondingly more. But the choices of aperture and shutter speed have other effects 
on the resulting photograph—they control depth of field, i.e., the sharpness of objects 
not at the exact point of focus, and the amount of blur due to motion. “Everything in 
photography is a trade-off,” Don says.

The final presentations were some astrophotos by Doug Luoma and Glenn 
LeDrew. Doug used copying as a way of increasing the contrast of some slides he had 
taken earlier. Tech Pan is a black and white film with good red sensitivity that is 
excellent for accentuating nebulosity. Glenn still prefers to record them better on the 
original photograph, by using nebula filters over the camera lens. Although this makes 
for long exposure times (45 min at f/2.8; Ektachrome 1600 processed at ASA 800), the 
winter’s cold reduces film fog levels. His pictures included IC 1805 and 1848 in 
Perseus, the California nebula, star clusters in Auriga and Gemini, the supernova 
remnant IC 443, the Rosette in Monoceros, and Barnard’s Loop and the Horsehead in 
Orion.

The meeting adjourned around 10:20 p.m. Thanks again to the Frasers for the 
snacks.
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Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory

gravel road

Take Hwy 417 West to Hwy 17 
Turn left at Hwy 44
Pass through Almonte, Right on Hwy 15 
Go 3 km to Clayton Road, Turn Left 
Turn right on Ramsey Conc. 8 
Cross brldge , road becomes gravel
Take next right (stop sign), 100 me te rs to IRO goto (on right) 
Ga te  Lock Combination is 10-46-48
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